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President's Report
THE SATELLITE INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION'S MONTHLY NEWSLETTER
Featuring the latest Association and Member News and Industry Events

Welcome to the NEW SIA President's Report

In this Month's Issue

SIA NEWS - SIA New Member Announcement
SIA FILINGS NEWS - SIA Submits Multiple Filings with the FCC
SIA FEATURE - Satellites and COVID-19
SIA MEMBER NEWS - SpaceX Launches 60 Additional Starlink Satellites
SIA MEMBER NEWS - Additional News Updates from ABS, Boeing, Globalstar, Hawkeye 360, Hughes, Inmarsat, Leonardo DRS, Ligado, Lockheed Martin, Omnispace, Planet, SES, SpaceX, and Viasat
SATELLITE INDUSTRY CALENDAR

For a complete recap of the past month’s SIA News and filings, please visit the SIA News Page.

SIA News Headlines
Click HERE for all the details on the SIA News Page

- SIA ANNOUNCES MICRO-GEO SATELLITE BROADBAND COMPANY ASTRANIS AS ITS NEWEST MEMBER
- SIA SUBMITS COMMENTS TO FCC REGARDING THE IMPORTANT ROLE SATELLITES PLAY IN PROVIDING VITAL COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES TO AMERICANS
- SIA MEETS WITH FCC VIA TELECONFERENCE WHILE URGING MOVE OF A NUMBER OF ORBITAL DEBRIS DRAFT ORDER ITEMS TO A NOTICE FOR FURTHER STUDY
- SIA CONVEYS SUPPORT FOR FCC TELHEALTH EFFORTS DURING COVID-19 PANDEMIC

To read the special edition of TRENDS, please visit the web page HERE.

SPECIAL FEATURE - THE SATELLITE INDUSTRY AND COVID-19

For more details on these and other stories, visit the SIA Member News Page HERE.

SIA Member News Headlines
Click HERE for all the details on the SIA Member News Page

- SPACEX ANNOUNCES SEVENTH SUCCESSFUL LAUNCH OF 60 STARLINK BROADBAND SATELLITES
- INTELSAT ANNOUNCES HISTORIC RESTORATION TO SERVICE OF ILS-901 GEO SATELLITE FOLLOWING DOCKING WITH MISSION EXTENSION SERVICE VEHICLE
- STUDY SHOWS SES DELIVERS MORE THAN 6,500 TV CHANNELS TO OVER 376 MILLION HOMES AROUND THE GLOBE
- LOCKHEED MARTIN AWARDED SATELLITE INTEGRATION CONTRACT FOR DARPA BLACKJACK PROGRAM
- LIGADO STATEMENTS REGARDING FCC APPROVAL FOR TERRESTRIAL L-BAND NETWORK
- VIASAT SURPASSES PRODUCTION MILESTONE FOR TACTICAL GATEWAY UNITS
- ABS ANNOUNCES AGREEMENT WITH COMPASS TO PROVIDE ABS-JA COVERAGE
- U.S. AIR FORCE SELECTS AH-64D LAMPS ALQ-218 SYSTEMS FOR FIRST TWO NGSO IOT SATELLITES
- NASA ESPACE AGREEMENT WITH PLANT THAT WILL PROVIDE MICROBAG TO ALL NASA-FUNDED RESEARCH PROGRAMS
- HAWKEYE 360 ANALYZES SHIPPING AND MARITIME TRAFFIC IN WUHAN PROVINCE
- GLOBALSTAR ANNOUNCES LICENSING AGREEMENT WITH JEEP FOR SPOT CO-BRANDED PRODUCTS
- HUGHES TO PROVIDE U.S. COAST GUARD WITH SATCOM SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

SPACE ANNOUNCES SEVENTH SUCCESSFUL LAUNCH OF 60 STARLINK BROADBAND SATELLITES

On April 22nd, SpaceX announced the successful launch of another 60 Starlink broadband satellites on board a Falcon 9 launch vehicle from launch pad 39A at the Kennedy Space Center in FL. (Photo credit: SpaceX)

SIA Organizer Industry Events and Calendar
UPCOMING SIA EVENTS
- SIA will organize or host the following SIA Member and Industry Events:
  - DoD Commercial SATCOM Workshop - Hyatt Regency Crystal City, Arlington VA Dec 15th-17th

For a list of all Association and satellite industry events, please click on the Industry Calendar HERE.

SIA on LinkedIn
Send us an Email
@satellite_SIA
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